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I love the game and I would like to play it a lot more if you just updated the look of it. Tell you that I'm here all the time when in BDO and GW2 Can you imagine if LOTRO had these graphics? I tell you that this game overlooks any of these games and I'd live in this game thankfully. Originally posted by Derkojote I love the game and I would like to play it a lot more if you just update the look of it. Tell you that I'm here all the time when in BDO and GW2 Can you imagine if LOTRO had these graphics? I tell you that
this game overlooks any of these games and I'd live in this game thankfully. What you're offering sounds like a re-creation of the world graphically. That's not going to happen. The new content has more refined graphics and that the update will continue. Regions are constantly updated as time is allowed. If you want LOTRO to look like BDO or GW2, you'll have to wait for something like LOTRO2 with a completely different game engine. I like Lotro for who she is. Looks good to me. ............................ missed the
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The real Boraxxe... Wear it Get off my lawn! Face and his I smoked lawn face, and yes, it's a banana, no, I'm not happy to see you. If it's not dangerous, it's not fun! Golf Hobby yes .... Golf Hobby yes I don't play any other MMOs, so I never had a feeling whether I should show lotRO graphics to players of other games. I looked at some screenshots of different games on the internet, but I still couldn't get an idea of how our schedules stand with our peers. Recently, a pretty hardcore WoW player saw my hobbit
fishing in Celondim and was amazed at how beautiful it was. So on that, we seem to be holding our own. There are still things I would ask for, always. But we do OK. A complete graphic reconstruction would take as much resources as making a new game I would pair, and that unfortunately wouldn't happen for the lotto as much as I would like it to look better. It shows its age, despite what people can say. But Amazon's future lotto mmo will probably be graphically enjoyable as you're looking for no, no need; I have
no desire to see it updated. There are enough other games wanting to be visceral and photo-realistic, but I think the balance of LOTRO has hit just right. It is capable of being somewhat family-friendly as it is, and it would have been lost if it had been too graphically polished. Sure, keep refining textures, etc., but a complete overhaul? I'll get through. After all, when millions of people are obsessed it's pretty clear that we've passed a point in video game history when the graphics are everything. Like others have said,
updating the graphics will essentially require a new/updated game engine. And the amount of work required for this would be better suited to new game such as Amazon's MMO or Lotro 2.0. Personally, I wouldn't want to see a major graphic update of Lotro. In my opinion, the graphics for MMO take a back seat to stability, community and content. It doesn't matter how good the game looks if I can't play/there's nothing in common. I think a minor touch to make things look more detailed will suffice. The LotRO is
almost 20 years old. In terms of software, of course, it's almost prehistoric. It's amazing what they were able to do in places like Minas Tirith and all over the place with lighting and shading tricks to keep this game as gorgeous picture of what it is! But yes, any significant improvements will mean practically coding the new game from scratch. Landroval - Council Secret Fire Friendly, casual, mature, and always looking for more! Message moondog548 here on Steam, Twitch, and Discord as moondog548-6830
Moondog on Landroval, Isilroa on Anor, Reckless on Bombadil yes, it's a somewhat old-fashioned look. But it looks great for me on high settings. It's holding up really well. And now with a 64-bit customer I don't get routine crashes in Gondor, so that's the icing on the cake. It still looks more realistic than WoW. All MMOs in the world have only one example where servers have been closed for 1.5 years because the developers have decided to do a complete rewamp (because the developers think the game does
not reach their quality standarts) and survive after that: Final Fantasy. And FF have a bigger player base, more money and more devlopers. If Lotro servers close for 1.5 years, the game simply dies and never comes back to life. Another example: when 3 Russian Lotro servers were shut down in June 2015, a huge number of players decided to start from scratch. Start with Level 1, buy all the content for the 2nd time. Just because they love the world of Lotro and was loyal. I can say that 50% of Russian players
start playing on US/EU servers. Now we have only 10%. The latter, edited by Elmagor; Aug 16 2019 at 7:17 PM Aug 16 2019, 09:03 PM #10 No. I have a cheap desktop that plays LOTRO on max graphics. No need to have a 12-year-old game suddenly make my desktop obsolete. Not only that, I think the game is great. All life is not a journey to the grave with the intention of safely arriving in a well-preserved body, but rather a skid in the wide side, completely worn out and proclaiming, Wow, what a trip! continuing
the endless battles to keep Lobelia Sackville-Baggins in check on August 16, 2019, 09:57 PM #11 originally published by Nymphonik. I have a cheap desktop that plays LOTRO on max graphics. No need to have a 12-year-old game suddenly make my desktop obsolete. Not only that, I think the game is great. Really. It doesn't look like a photograph; it looks like a very well executed picture. Aug 17 2019, 01:53 #12 Published by djheydt Indeed. It doesn't look like a photograph; it looks like a very well executed
picture. And I'm happy with that. life did not travel to the grave with the intention of safely arriving in the Saved body, but rather skid in the broadside, completely worn out and proclaiming: WOW, what a ride! Continuing the endless battles to keep Lobelia Sackville-Baggins in check on August 17, 2019, 03:15 am #13 originally published by Nymphonic No. I have a cheap desktop that plays LOTRO on max graphics. No need to have a 12-year-old game suddenly make my desktop obsolete. Not only that, I think the
game is great. Yes - that too. Right now I have a patchwork PC I in a position where LOTRO works nicely with everything at the max. My old laptop makes a great backup and can run it on medium settings so that my child and I can play together. Overhaul it too much and it ceases to be available to many people and that would kill the playerbase. Not everyone has an Alienware PC. August 17, 2019, 09:59 #14 overtaking those who are going to say: It is impossible because of the old LOTRO engine running on, I
remember in an interview with the developer, someone asked about a possible update to the graphics engine, and he said that there is no main engine that does not change, but the engine always gets updates. August 17, 2019, 10:18 am #15 originally published by Canissinister Overtaking those who are going to say: It is impossible because the old LOTRO engine is working on, I remember in an interview with the developer, someone asked about a possible update to the graphics engine, and he said that there
is no main engine that does not change, but the engine always receives updates. True. However, these changes are bug fixes, adding code or modification to new game features, optimizing code efficiency, code changes due to depreciation in source language, compilers, links, and so on. Yes, the LOTRO engine has recently undergone a major revision (32bit to 64bit), but it has been the preservation of design, logic, tools, etc. of the original engine. This small change took about 2 years of development and
testing. But to add a new generation of graphics to make the game look like a new game will require a new game and graphics engine, it will take several more years than a small change from 32bit to 64bit. Also, the current LOTRO holds a special place for me, especially the Shire. I wouldn't want to lose that. Nostalgia can be such a beach. The latter, edited by Gandolf_TheOld; Aug 17 2019 at 10:24 AM. Ujest - 130 Lore-Master, Opun Tia - 105 Guardian, Veneur - 75 Hunter, Cneasai - 61 Minstrel, as well as
violas and mules officer, Pipeweed and Ale, Arkenstone (formerly Friends of Frodo, Vila) Aug 17 2019, 11:42 AM #16 Originally published by Canissinister Overtaking those who are going to say: It is impossible because of the old lotro engine running on, I remember in an interview with the developer, someone asked about a possible update to the graphics engine, and he said that there is no main engine that does not change, but always gets the engine. This game is built on the main engine that designed for the
Asheron Challenge 2 almost 20 years ago. The number of modifications required for a complete modernization of the engine, engine, more work than writing a new engine from scratch at the moment. Co-founder of Firebrands Caruja at Landroval, Ceolford Dale, Dorolin, Tordag, Garberend Bellheiter, Colfinn Belegorn, Garmo Butterbuckles, Calensarn Nimlos, Langtiriel, Bergtir August 17, 2019, 01:36 PM #17 You judge the game with realistic expectations. You have to judge it based on what it used when it was
created and when it was made. Given the age of the game and the technology it can work with I would say it looks great. You can't really compare the game with games like BDO/GW2 as they have been developed recently and with new technologies. Takeaway: This game is great considering it uses old software and technology and looks great for playing its time. Aug 17 2019, 04:27 PM #18 Originally published by DroboTheDwarf You judge the game with realistic expectations. You have to judge it based on
what it used when it was created and when it was made. Given the age of the game and the technology it can work with I would say it looks great. You can't really compare the game with games like BDO/GW2 as they have been developed recently and with new technologies. Takeaway: This game is great considering it uses old software and technology and looks great for playing its time. And besides, it's the Lord of the Rings. Aug 17 2019, 05:10 PM #19 I know a lot of people who have difficulty with graphics in
this game and have to turn them down to play. Updating graphics will likely break the game for some people and I'd rather have them here. Aug 17 2019, 08:01 PM #20 Kick setting up high, turn on all fancy extras and enjoy how the game looks. What I never see talking about is how graphic the game fits. Sure, they could tinker with the graphic and make it look like The Age of Conan/Conan Exiles, but that doesn't match the mood of the game. Ditto if you flipped it and gave Age of Conan/Conan exiles a soft focus
treatment for the graphic; will not be the same game. The current graphic fits LotRO and even better, they fit a surprising number of computers where, as if they were jaded, many will not be able to play on higher settings. August 19, 2019, 06:42 #21 For me, the biggest update to the graphics was the introduction of 64bit customer. This allowed me to turn up the graphics and draw the distance to the maximum, and that makes a big difference (surprisingly so) also, if you want to adjust the graphics a little further I
would suggest running something like reshade. I run False HDR, Screen Space Direction Targeting shaders and reshade version of the latest AMD Images Sharpening Walls (thankfully, AMD's open source hue), and that takes things even further. Imho a lot to update the schedule calls more related to the style of graphics. The style that LOTRO uses stylized and cartoonish, rather than photorealistic) well fits the game. (the same can be said of WoW). The transition to photorealistic style will actually worsen (I also
occasionally play The Black Desert Internet, but finding a more photo-realistic style said the game puts me in a supernatural valley and really disconnects me from any dive) Taking a scenic journey to Mordor on August 19, 2019, 10:18am #22 originally published by Boraxxe I like Lotro as it is. Looks good to me. I agree Lotro has his own style of graphics and for the game that in 12 years they still keep today and look great and they continue to do a good job of building the world. It's in Angmar Pontin Level 130
Hobbit Burglar Leader of the second breakfast Crickhollow Server. Alts: Legoan Elf Hunter, Belladonea Hobbit Minstrel, Unnari Dwarf Guardian, Jorunn Man Captain, Sulberry Hobbit Warden. Maradok The Hobbit Hunter. Lorelyn Server, Edwell Maine Hunter. Here's a guide to creating ABC files and my screenshots of Middle-earth. Can also follow me on Twitter for adventures in Middle-earth and more! August 21, 2019, 09:37 #23 This game world is a masterpiece. I love the style of it. I think the only thing GW2
does better is hairstyles. Cinderella, Cinderella, Synderm, Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella, Cinderella and WildVal Landroval:) Proud Officer of the Kings' Kinship Behind the Wall:) Aug 21 2019, 09:50 AM #24 looks amazing (controversial in some aspects) until you come across things like this I got it out of a thread made in 2014. Five years later, these abominations still appear on the landscape. It's not a case of graphics fit games, it's a case of the game engine being
too old to do anything with it, or at prices so high that it wouldn't even be worth trying it out. The real shame is because bringing visuals can help make a good first impression with new players on August 21, 2019, 12:08 PM #25 originally posted miriadel looks amazing (controversial in some aspects) until you come across things like this I didn't initially see heavily pixelated impostors, but sometime in the last few years they appeared. I wish I knew why that was happening. Co-founder of Firebrands Carujah on
Landroval, Ceolford Dale, Dorolin, Tordag, Garberend Bellhiter, Colfinn Belegorn, Harmon Butterbuckles, Calensarn Nimlos, Langtiriel, Bergtir Bergtair lotro graphics update 2019. lotro graphics update 2018
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